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Aerodynamic interactions of fragments of meteoroids and space debris during atmospheric entry influence the
flight trajectories of the fragments and their strewn field on the Earth’s surface as well as the meteoroids’ airburst
altitude and energy deposition rate in the atmosphere and thus the resulting ground damage. For the design of
experiments in the Hypersonic Wind Tunnel H2K of DLR, German Aerospace Center in Cologne to investigate the
interaction phenomena, a method is developed to estimate the forces on two interacting bodies in supersonic and
hypersonic flows, which is more accurate than existing analytical and semi-analytical methods and more efficient than
numerical simulations regarding the computational effort. It is based on the superposition of flowfields taken from a
database of numerical simulations of a single body for a range of Mach numbers. Furthermore, three-dimensional
computations of configurations of interacting bodies are carried out by NASA Ames Research Center. Results
obtained with the superposition method are compared to the simulations by NASA and to results of computations that
can be found in the literature. The results from the method show good agreement with the computations.
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Introduction

URING atmospheric entry, meteoroids may be disrupted into
multiple fragments. The fragments that survive the ablation
effect of the atmosphere interact aerodynamically in supersonic
and hypersonic flows. Smaller fragments can follow larger ones
without further fragmentation for a long distance [1,2]. Aerodynamic
interactions also occur during the reentry of man-made space
debris. The interaction phenomena can greatly influence the flight
trajectories of the fragments of meteoroids and space debris and
therefore their strewn field on the Earth’s surface [3]. Furthermore, the
rate of energy deposition into the atmosphere by a meteoroid and its
airburst altitude can be highly sensitive to the interaction phenomena
[4]. The energy deposition in the form of thermal radiation and blast
waves can cause significant ground damage [4,5]. Therefore,
understanding these interaction phenomena is indispensable for
assessing potential ground damage from meteoroids and space debris.
Wind tunnel experiments for the investigation of these interaction
phenomena are performed in the Hypersonic Wind Tunnel H2K at
the Supersonic and Hypersonic Technologies Department of the
Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technologies of DLR, German
Aerospace Center. Furthermore, numerical computations are
performed at NASA Ames Research Center. The high-quality
experimental and numerical data are expected to improve the
accuracy of the prediction of strewn fields, energy deposition rates
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and airburst altitudes, and hence the ground damage assessment of
meteoroids and space debris.
An efficient method for approximating the forces on two interacting
bodies is required to predict their trajectories for wind tunnel
experiments. Numerically calculated flowfields for configurations of
two bodies in supersonic or hypersonic flow can take significant
computational effort. Flight trajectories require a broad range of
configurations of the two bodies due to the changing relative position
of the bodies along the trajectory and due to the changing freestream
conditions, which further increases the computational effort required.
For spherical bodies, there are an analytical method [1,6–8] and a semianalytical method [9], which can efficiently approximate a broad range
of configurations without the need of extensive computational effort.
However, in these models, simplifications and assumptions that limit
their range of validity and their accuracy are made.
In this Paper, a method is developed that is based on the
superposition of numerically calculated flowfields of a single body to
approximate the interaction phenomena of two bodies in supersonic
and hypersonic flows without the need of the high computational effort
of the simulation of all configurations of the two bodies. The method
aims to efficiently approximate a broad range of configurations. As the
method is not based on the same simplifications and assumptions as the
analytical and semi-analytical methods, it is expected to be more
accurate. The experiments in the Hypersonic Wind Tunnel H2K
themselves are not described in this Paper.
For the current Paper, the two interacting bodies are approximated as
spheres. This choice is advantageous as it ensures the comparability
of results obtained with the method with previous research on spheres
by other investigators. Additionally, it simplifies the interaction
phenomena as the rotation of the interacting bodies can be neglected.
Furthermore, in meteoroid entry trajectory simulation codes, it is
typical to approximate the meteoroid fragments as spheres [3–5]. The
method is developed mainly for the approximation of flight trajectories
in the wind tunnel experiments. Nevertheless, it could also be applied
for the prediction of flight trajectories of bodies entering the Earth’s
atmosphere.
NASA’s Cart3D software is a Cartesian mesh-based inviscid
computational fluid dynamics package aimed at flows over complex
geometry that uses adjoint-based mesh adaptation to automatically
refine the mesh to control the discretization error [10–12]. The solver is
capable of computing multiple configurations of interacting bodies.
While the computational effort is larger than for the superposition
method, results can be expected to be more accurate since the analysis
is performed over the full multibody configuration. A comparison of
results obtained with the superposition method with the numerical
computations can show which simplifications can be made to model
interactions between multiple bodies in supersonic and hypersonic
flows. Or, put in another way, critical configurations can be identified
which need to be examined with more sophisticated viscous unsteady
simulations and experiments.
The Paper is laid out as follows. First, the phenomena occurring for
two spheres in supersonic and hypersonic flows are summarized.
Then, after a short summary of existing approximation methods for the
forces on the spheres, the superposition method is derived. The results
obtained with the superposition method are compared to the results
obtained by the numerical simulations and to results found in the
literature. In addition, the superposition method is compared to the
existing approximation methods.

Bow shock of
first sphere
d1

Two Spheres in Supersonic and Hypersonic Flows

To approximate the interaction phenomena of multiple bodies in
supersonic and hypersonic flows, the problem is reduced to the
interaction of two spheres. Depending on the position of the second
sphere relative to the first one, the inflow conditions for the second
sphere vary.
A first sphere is positioned in supersonic or hypersonic flow.
A second sphere is positioned downstream of the first sphere. The
spheres have no spin. The geometric definitions are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The downstream displacement of the second sphere is xC2 ,
measured from the center of the first sphere to the center of the second

Second
sphere
z C2

M

z

Rs

First sphere
x

x C2

Fig. 1 Definition of the configuration of the two spheres (similar to
Ref. [7]).

sphere. The x axis is oriented in the freestream direction. The lateral
displacement zC2 is the distance from the center of the first sphere to
the center of the second one, normal to the inflow direction. Rs is the
radius of the undisturbed bow shock of the first sphere at xC2 . The
radii of the spheres are r1 and r2 , and the diameters are d1 and d2 .
The phenomena that can occur for a two-sphere configuration are
shown in Fig. 2 and will be explained in the following. Δa is the total
acceleration of the second sphere relative to the first one. It can be
divided into its axial and lateral components Δax and Δaz .
If the second sphere is close to the region enclosed by the bow
shock of the first sphere, it can either be expelled from or entrained in
this region. If the relative lateral acceleration is large with respect to
the relative axial acceleration, the sphere is expelled (see Fig. 2a); if it
is small with respect to the relative axial acceleration or negative, the
sphere is entrained (see Fig. 2b) (analogous to [7]).
The expansion and separation of the flow around the first sphere
significantly reduces the static and dynamic pressure in the wake of
the first sphere. This leads to a reduction in the drag of the second
sphere and therefore to a negative Δax . So the first sphere drafts the
second one, and the second sphere moves toward the first
(see Fig. 2c).
If the second sphere is positioned in such a way that the first bow
shock impinges on the surface of the sphere, a phenomenon called
shock surfing or shock wave surfing can occur [7,14]. If the relative
acceleration of the second sphere is tangential to the bow shock of the
first sphere, it follows the shape of the bow shock and “surfs” on it.
Laurence and Deiterding [1] showed that for a static first body shock
wave surfing occurs if the force on the second body is tangential to the
shock of the first body. This results in large lateral velocities [1]. More
detailed dynamic analysis of this phenomenon can be found in
Refs. [1,8].
Which of these phenomena occurs depends strongly on the
configuration of the two spheres and on the freestream conditions,
particularly the Mach number. The parameters of the configurations
are the radius ratio of the spheres and their densities, the downstream
and lateral displacement of the second sphere relative to the first, and
the initial relative velocities of the second sphere with respect to the
first sphere.

III.
II.

d2

Previous Methods for Calculation of
Multibody Interactions

Approaches for the calculation of multibody interactions are
summarized in the following. Investigations on the interactions of
multiple bodies in hypersonic flows were carried out through the
investigation of terrestrial strewn fields for meteoroid fragments by
Passey and Melosh [3]. Based on this research, the interaction
phenomenon was modeled numerically by Artem’eva and Shuvalov
[2,14]. These numerical models, however, are lacking accuracy as
discovered by Boroviĉka and Kalenda [15]. In Refs. [1,6–8], this
research was followed by a combination of numerical, experimental,
and analytical investigations. Prévereaud [9] further developed the
analytical model of Laurence [6] to a semi-analytical model.
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Fig. 2

c)
d)
Phenomena occurring for two-sphere interactions (similar to Ref. [19]): a) expulsion, b) entrainment, c) drafting, and d) shock wave surfing.

In Ref. [6], an analytical model was developed for the description
of the forces on the second sphere. In Ref. [7], this model was partly
summarized and slightly changed. The method presented in Ref. [7]
is independent of the freestream Mach number, and it is only valid if
the second sphere is positioned completely inside the region enclosed
by the bow shock of the first sphere. In Ref. [6], also, a method to take
into account the shock of the first sphere impinging on the second
sphere was developed. It was further validated in Ref. [1]. This
method depends on the freestream Mach number. The analytical
method is summarized shortly in the following, and its principle is
shown in Fig. 3a.
The pressure distribution downstream of the first sphere in the
shocked region is determined with the blast wave analogy. It is used to
determine the inflow conditions for the second sphere (see Fig. 3a).
The axial and lateral variation of the stagnation pressure over the
surface of the second sphere is taken into account by a Taylor series
[6,7]. The pressure distribution on the second sphere is modeled as a
modified Newtonian pressure distribution.
Furthermore, the shock of the first sphere is impinging on the
second one. The shock–shock interactions and their influence on
the pressure distribution on the surface of the second sphere are
Newtonian pressure distribution

assumed to be negligible. In Ref. [1], this is argued to be reasonable
as the spatially very limited influence of the pressure peak arising
from the impingement only contributes a little to the integral of
the pressure over the surface of the sphere for the calculation of
the forces. The shock of the first sphere is assumed to solely serve to
devide the flow around the second sphere in two regions, the region
enclosed by the bow shock of the first sphere and the freestream
region.
It is expected that inaccuracies will arise from the simplifications
introduced by the blast wave analogy as well as from neglecting
shock–shock interactions. Laurence [6] stated that, especially in the
wake region of the first sphere, the model does not apply as the blast
wave analogy does not cover this region. Also, the separation shock
emerging from the separation of the boundary layer from the first
sphere is absent in the blast wave analogy and is thus not considered
in the model. Prévereaud [9] replaced the flowfield in the shocked
region obtained with the blast wave analogy by a numerically
calculated reference field. This is shown in principle in Fig. 3b.
Inaccuracies arise for both methods from the use of the modified
Newtonian pressure distribution especially in regions of small Mach
numbers as it is only valid for high Mach numbers [16].
Newtonian pressure distribution

p
M

z
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a)

p from numerical simulations

p from blast wave solution
a)
b)
Fig. 3 a) Analytical method developed in Refs. [1,6–8] and b) semi-analytical method developed in Ref. [9] for the calculation of the interaction of two
spheres in hypersonic flows.
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In the current Paper, a method that is a consequent continuation of
the analytical and semi-analytical method is presented. In this method,
the flowfield around the first sphere and the pressure distribution on the
surface of the second sphere are both obtained from numerical
simulations. Therefore, the inaccuracies from the blast wave solution
and the Newtonian pressure distribution can be reduced. The principle
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. V.

IV.

V.

Numerical Tools

A. DLR Flow Solver TAU
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Superposition Method

In this section, the superposition method is developed. The input
for the method is a database, the freestream Mach number, and the
relative position of the second to the first sphere. Using the database,
the superposition method approximates the aerodynamic forces on
the second sphere. The effect of the presence of a second sphere on
the first sphere is neglected by the method. This is reasonable, as for
high supersonic flows the region downstream of the first sphere is
mainly supersonic and no information can propagate upstream in
supersonic flows. If the second sphere is located in the subsonic wake
region of the first sphere, this assumption fails.
The principle of the method is as follows. First, the database is
computed. This database contains simulations of the flowfield of one
sphere for a range of Mach numbers. The Reynolds number is kept
constant. Then, two-sphere configurations are calculated. The
flowfield for the first sphere is taken from the database. A second
sphere is positioned in the flowfield of the first sphere. The Mach
number, pressure, and flow direction in the flow solution of the first
sphere are interpolated onto the surface of the second sphere.
Figure 4a shows this for the Mach number. Then, each point on the
sphere is treated independently. In the following, an arbitrary point P1
on the surface of the sphere is considered. The flowfield for the first
sphere and for an arbitrary point P1 on the second sphere is sketched
in Fig. 4c. The inflow Mach number of the point M∞;P1 and its inflow
pressure p∞;P1 are taken from the flow solution of the first sphere.
The inflow conditions for this point are considered to be valid for the
complete second sphere. Also, the local inflow angle is considered.
The position of the point is not determined relative to the freestream
but relative to the local inflow. With the position of the point relative
to the local inflow and with the local inflow conditions M∞;P1 and
p∞;P1 , the pressure and the shear stress at the surface of the sphere for
this point are taken from the database. Thus, the pressure and shear
stress at P1 are calculated as if the sphere was positioned in a
freestream with the local inflow angle and with M∞;P1 and p∞;P1 .
This procedure is carried out for all points on the surface of the
sphere. The flowfield for the complete sphere is a superposition of
the independent flowfields for the points on the sphere. The
superposition of the flowfields is shown schematically for three

All simulations of flowfields used with the superposition method are
performed with the flow solver TAU [17,18], developed by DLR
Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology in Braunschweig and
Götingen, Germany. It can solve numerically viscous and inviscid
flows around complex geometries on structured, unstructured, and
hybrid grids for subsonic up to hypersonic flow regimes and features
adaptive mesh refinement to resolve important flow features.
B. NASA Flow Solver Cart3D

NASA’s Cart3D simulation package uses a Cartesian cut-cell
approach in which the Euler equations are discretized on a multilevel
Cartesian mesh with embedded boundaries [10,11]. The meshes
consist of regular Cartesian hexahedra everywhere, except for a layer
of body-intersecting cut cells at the boundaries. Although the mesh
consists of nested Cartesian cells, it is viewed as an unstructured
collection of control volumes, making the approach well suited for
parallel computation and solution-adaptive mesh refinement. Steadystate flow solutions are obtained using a five-stage Runge–Kutta
scheme with local time stepping and a multigrid. Domain
decomposition via space-filling curves permits parallel computation
with excellent scalability. Meshes are automatically generated using
adjoint-based adaptation. The duality-preserving discrete adjoint
leverages the domain decomposition and other infrastructure from the
primal solver and provides both error estimation and output-driven
mesh adaptation [12]. For the cases discussed here, each simulation
used the package’s adaptive meshing capability, and the adaptation goal
was to reduce the discretization error in computing loads on the spheres.

M

M

,P3

P3

P2

,P2

P1
Second sphere
M

a)

,P1

b)

Position relative
to local inflow

P1
Interpolated local
inflow condition

M

,P1

p
M

,P1

Position relative
to freestream
Assumption: local inflow condition
is valid for the complete sphere

c)
Fig. 4 Principle of the superposition method: a) inflow conditions for the points on the second sphere from the flow solution of the first sphere,
b) independent flowfields for several points on the second sphere, and c) flowfield of the first sphere and of the point P 1 on the second sphere.
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Table 1

Reference parameters for the database
Value
136.44
46.52
958.7
0.01022
7.012
1.4
287
3.32 ⋅ 106
0.05
293.15

points P1 , P2 , and P3 in Fig. 4b. For the demonstration of the
principle, the inflow angles shown are chosen to be clearly different in
this figure. The aerodynamic forces on the sphere are calculated by
integrating the pressure and the shear stress obtained for the points
over the complete surface of the sphere.
A. Database of Numerical Simulations

In this subsection, the database used for the calculations with the
superposition method is described. In the Introduction, it was stated
that the superposition method shall provide data for the estimation of
interaction phenomena in wind tunnel experiments. The experiments
at the Supersonic and Hypersonic Technologies Department of DLR
in Cologne are performed in the H2K wind tunnel [19]. For the
database, reference parameters that are easy to realize in the wind
tunnel experiments are chosen. These reference parameters are
shown in Table 1.
The superposition method is developed for configurations of two
bodies in supersonic and hypersonic flows. The highest Mach
number that can be reached in the wind tunnel is M∞  11.2.
Therefore, the highest Mach number of the database is M∞  12.
Although the freestream is always super- or hypersonic, the inflow
for the second sphere can be sub- or transonic, e.g., in the wake of the
first sphere. Therefore, the database covers the range 0.1 ≤ M∞ ≤
12.0 with a step size of ΔM∞  0.1.
1. Physical Conditions and Assumptions

For simplicity of the model, the flow is assumed to be completely
laminar and steady. Particularly in the subsonic wake region of the
first sphere, this assumption does not hold. However, the region that is

2. Numerical Setup

For the numerical simulations, the second-order AUSMDV
upwind scheme [22] was chosen for the spatial discretization. To
account for the differences in the requirements for supersonic and
subsonic flows, two different computational domains were used, one
for super- and hypersonic flows and another one for sub- and
transonic flows. They are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. The
shape of the inflow boundary of the supersonic domain is hyperbolic.
This ensures that the bow shock remains inside the inflow boundary
and exits from the outflow boundary. Furthermore, this shape
minimizes the grid points to be calculated. The grid was adapted to
the flow with the TAU adaptation tool. For the sub- and transonic
computations, a circular domain with a radius of 100 sphere
diameters was chosen. Five passes of adaptation for the super- and
hypersonic grid resulted in about 211,000 cells, and six passes for the
sub- and transonic grid resulted in about 192,000 cells.
The assumptions for the calculations were a laminar, steady,
and axisymmetric flow. For the unit Reynolds number of
Reu∞  3.32 ⋅ 106 m−1 and the diameter of the sphere of the
reference configuration d  0.05 m (see Table 1), the model
Reynolds number was Re∞  1.66 ⋅ 105 . Therefore, in the subsonic
regime, the assumption of laminar flow was valid, since the Reynolds

1.5

5

1

4

z [m]

z [m]
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Reference parameter
Freestream pressure p∞ , Pa
Freestream temperature T ∞ , K
Freestream velocity v∞, m/s
Freestream density ρ∞, kg∕m3
Mach number M∞
Heat capacity ratio γ
Specific gas constant for air R, J∕kg ⋅ K
Unit Reynolds number Reu , m−1
Sphere diameter d, m
Temperature on the surface of the sphere T, K

affected by turbulence is small, particularly for high Mach numbers.
A small turbulent wake region also justifies assuming an
axisymmetric flow. Therefore, the simulations are carried out as
two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric.
For viscous flows, the similarity parameters Mach number M and
Reynolds number Re have to be considered. Measurements by
Naumann [20], described in Ref. [21], showed that for Mach numbers
higher than 0.8 the drag coefficient of spheres is independent from the
Reynolds number. Thus, the Reynolds number is set constant for the
database.
In this Paper, high-temperature effects resulting from hypersonic
flows are neglected. As explained in the Introduction, the method is
developed to provide approximate calculations of two-sphere
configurations for flight trajectories during wind tunnel experiments.
The experiments are performed in a cold gas wind tunnel, where
high-temperature effects will not occur even for high Mach numbers.
Consequently, the high-temperature effects are also neglected in the
simulations used in the superposition method, and an ideal gas is
assumed. The database can be easily exchanged, if these effects
should be considered for other applications.

0.5

3
2
1

0
a)

0
0

0.2
0.4
x [m]

0.6

0.8

-4

-2

0
x [m]

2

4

b)
Fig. 5 Computational domain a) for the super- and hypersonic regimes and b) for the sub- and transonic regimes.
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number for the transition of laminar to turbulent flow is
approximately Re∞  2 ⋅ 105 for spheres in subsonic flows [21].
The assumptions of steady and axisymmetric flow, however, are not
valid in subsonic regimes for Reynolds numbers Re∞ > 200 [21].
Therefore, the flow solutions in the subsonic regime were not very
accurate. However, almost the complete flowfield around the first
sphere was supersonic, and therefore usually the complete inflow of
the second sphere was supersonic or just small parts were subsonic.
Hence, the error in the calculation of the forces on the second sphere
due to inaccuracies in the subsonic simulations was small.
As mentioned before, the database can be easily exchanged. So, the
2D calculations can be replaced by more sophisticated calculations or
by data from experiments at a later point in time.

z

Flow solution of
first sphere

zk

Second sphere
L

yk,P
zk,P
P
yC2

Circle where solution
of L is valid

yk
zL
zL
zC2
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B. Geometric Definitions

In this subsection, the geometric definitions for the two-sphere
configurations are defined. An initial Cartesian coordinate system is
used to define the relative position of the two spheres (see Fig. 6a).
The origin of the coordinate system is located in the center of the first
sphere. The x axis is aligned with the flow direction. The z axis is
oriented in the opposite direction of the gravitational acceleration g.
The y axis is oriented normal to the x–z plane so that the axes form a
right-handed coordinate system. Figure 6a shows a sketch of the
second sphere with the center C2 xC2 ; yC2 ; zC2 .
The points on the second sphere are defined in a Cartesian
coordinate system with its origin located in the center of the second
sphere. The index of this coordinate system is k. The xk axis is aligned
with the flow direction and is parallel to the x axis. The zk axis is
orthogonal to the x axis and points from it to C2 (see Fig. 6a). The
xk –yk –zk coordinate system is right handed. The angle between the z
and zk axes is ψ. The k-coordinate system with respect to the initial
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 6b.
Additionally, the points on the second sphere can be defined in
spherical coordinates with r2 , θ, and ϕ, where r2 is the radius of the
second sphere and θ and ϕ are the longitude and the latitude regarding
the k-coordinate system. This is sketched in Fig. 6c. The longitude θ
is positive in the mathematical positive sense around the xk axis,
starting in the yk –zk plane. The latitude ϕ is positive for positive xk
values and negative for negative xk values. In Fig. 6c, a point with a
positive θ and a negative ϕ is sketched.
C. Determination of State Functions on Surface of Second Sphere

In this subsection, the procedure for obtaining the state functions
on the surface of the second sphere is discussed. In Sec. V, it was
explained that the inflow conditions for the points on the second
sphere are taken from the flow solution of the first sphere. The
flowfield of the first sphere is calculated as axially symmetric (see
Sec. V.A). Hence, the solution is two dimensional. It is calculated in
the x–z plane. Every point L of the flow solution of the first sphere is
valid on a circle around the x axis. This is sketched in Fig. 7.
Therefore, any point PxP ; yP ; zP  on the sphere corresponds to a
Second sphere
C2 (xc2, yc2, zc2)

First sphere
y

Fig. 7 Geometric dependencies of a point P on the second sphere and the
corresponding point L in the flow solution of the first sphere.

p
point LxL ; 0; zL  of the solution with xL  xP and zL  y2P  z2P
(the geometric dependencies are sketched in Fig. 7).
The grid of the flow solution of the first sphere, grid A, and the grid
of the points on the surface of the second sphere, grid B, are
superimposed. For every point P of grid B, the corresponding point L
in the solution plane is determined. Then, the flow variables of L are
interpolated onto P. Because of the axial symmetry of the flow
solution of the first sphere, the points in the solution plane are
determined for a half-sphere only, as the points with the same xk;P and
zk;P correspond to the same L for positive and negative yk;P values.
The flow variables that are interpolated are the Mach number, the
pressure, the density, and the velocity vector vL  vx;L ; vz;L T .
The accuracy of the inflow parameters for the points on the second
sphere depends on the level of refinement of both grids.
The flow variables obtained from the interpolation are used
together with the database of flow solutions to determine the pressure
and the shear stress at the points on the surface of the second sphere.
For that, the Mach number is used to determine the solutions from the
database corresponding to the inflow conditions for the surface point
of the sphere. The inflow angle is used to determine the point in the
solutions corresponding to the grid point on the surface of the sphere.
The pressure and skin friction are then interpolated from the solution
points onto the surface point on the sphere. The pressure is scaled
according to the local inflow pressure of the surface point.
D. Forces Acting on Second Sphere

Because of the symmetry of the flow solution of the first sphere
with respect to the xk –zk plane, the components of the forces on the
zk

zk

Meridian

Latitude
z

yk
zk

z
yk
M

M

r2
xk

y
x
First sphere
y
g

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6 Geometric definitions: a) initial coordinate system, b) k-coordinate system with respect to the initial coordinate system, and c) spherical
coordinates of surface points on the second sphere.
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second sphere in the xk and zk directions are the same for the halfsphere with positive yk or negative yk . In the yk direction, the forces
cancel out. Therefore, the forces are only calculated for a half-sphere.
Integrating the pressure and the shear stress over the surface of the
sphere, the forces on the sphere are obtained. Summing up the
pressure force Fp and the force resulting from the shear stress Fτ , the
complete force on the sphere F is obtained,
0

1 0
1
Fxk
Fp;xk  Fτ;xk
B
C B
C
0
F  @ Fyk A  @
A
Fp;zk  Fτ;zk
F zk

(1)

The forces in the initial coordinate system are obtained using the
angle of rotation ψ (see Fig. 7):
1
1 0
F xk
Fx
C
B C B
F  @ Fy A  @ Fzk sinψ A
Fzk cosψ
Fz
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VI.

(2)

Inviscid Computations of Multiple
Bodies with Cart3D

Figure 8 shows a sample of the inviscid simulation results
performed with Cart3D. The figure shows contours of local density
overlaid with the final adapted Cartesian mesh, which contained
approximately 6 million cells. The mesh adaptation was driven using
an objective function consisting of the loads on the two spheres, and
the mesh adaptation sought to minimize error in this objective.
Ten passes of adaptive refinement resulted in a mesh with 6.2
million cells with very good mesh convergence of the integrated loads.
The figure shows an example at Mach 10 in which the aft sphere is
half the diameter of the front (d2 ∕d1  1∕2). The aft sphere is located
four diameters behind the leading sphere, and the bow shock of the
leading sphere is impinging upon it. To accurately compute the loads
on the aft sphere, the mesh refinement focuses on the upper half of the
leading sphere’s shock system and uses very high resolution to resolve
the shock–shock interactions in the bowshock of the aft sphere.

VII.

Results

A. Verification of Superposition Method

For verification of the superposition method, results obtained with the
method are compared to results of three-dimensional (3D) computations
with the Cart3D flow solver and with results of 3D computations by
Laurence [6] with the AMROC software. Furthermore, results of one
configuration with the superposition method are compared in detail to a
laminar 3D computation with TAU.
1. Comparison with 3D Computations

Laurence [6] carried out 3D computations for two-sphere
configurations for several Mach numbers. In these computations, the
6.2 M Cell Mesh

three-dimensional Euler equations were solved for ideal gas.
Laurence used the AMROC sofware [23], which is very similar to the
Cart3D software.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the values of lift coefficient CL and drag
coefficient CD obtained with the superposition method for different
downstream and lateral displacements of the second sphere are
compared to computations with the Cart3D computations described
in Sec. VI and with the AMROC computations by Laurence [6] for
M∞  10. In addition, Figs. 9 and 10 contain the results of 3D
computations by Laurence for M∞  50. Also, the solution obtained
with the Mach number independent analytical method descibed in
Ref. [7] is shown. In Ref. [6], a method to take into account the shock
of the first sphere impinging on the second one was proposed. The
solution for M∞  50 obtained by Laurence with this method is also
presented in Figs. 9 and 10. As M∞  50 is far out of the range of
Mach numbers of the database, no solutions are calculated with the
superposition method for this Mach number. Results obtained with
the semi-analytical method shown for M∞  10 are taken from
Ref. [9]. This data were approximated with smoothed curve fits. For
the calculations with the superposition method, 90,000 points were
used on the grid of half of the second sphere. The grid of the flowfield
of the first sphere was adapted to the flow with the TAU adaptation
tool. The position in the z direction was normalized with the shock
radius Rs at the downstream position of the sphere xC2 . For the data of
the superposition method, the shock radius for the normalization was
taken from the 2D flowfield of the first sphere. The data of the Cart3D
computations and the 3D computations by Laurence were normalized
with the shock radius obtained from the respective computations.
The CD and CL values of the Cart3D computations and the
AMROC computations by Laurence [6] show very good agreement.
This was expected, as the solvers have a similar architecture and both
apply dynamic Cartesian mesh adaptation for inviscid conditions.
Only in Fig. 9a, two points show slight deviations, the CD value at
approximately zC2 ∕Rs  0.2 and the CL value at approximately zC2 ∕Rs  1.07.
In Figs. 9 and 10, two types of graphs are calculated with the
superposition method. The red dashed graphs consider the forces
resulting from the pressure and from the shear stress, and the
continuous red graphs only consider the pressure forces. As the
Cart3D computations and the computations by Laurence [6] only
considered the pressure forces, the continuous curves of the
superposition method lie closer to the computed solutions than
the graphs that are also considering the shear stresses. Additionally,
the graphs show that the contributions of the shear stress to the forces
on the sphere are small. The agreement of the superposition method
with the 3D computations is generally very good.
For the case in Fig. 9a with xC2 ∕d1  1.5 and d2 ∕d1  1∕2, the
values for the maximum lift coefficient and the maximum drag
coefficient resulting from the superposition method are larger than
the values resulting from the 3D calculations. The maximum drag is
larger by approximately 1.6–1.4∕1.4  14.3%, and the lift is larger
by 0.5–0.4∕0.4  25%. The configuration of Fig. 9a for a larger
downstream displacement of the second sphere is shown in Fig. 9b;
Density Contours

Fig. 8 Cart3D simulation showing adapted computational mesh and density contours in the resulting solution for Mach 10 flow over two spheres. The aft
sphere is 4 diameters behind the front; xC2 ∕d1  4, d2 ∕d1  1∕2.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of CD and CL values resulting from the superposition method, with computations with Cart3D for M∞  10, with AMROC
computations for M∞  10 and M∞  50 by Laurence [6], with the Mach-number-independent analytical method of Ref. [7], with the analytical method
considering the impingment for M∞  50 from Ref. [6], and with the semi-analytical method for M∞  10 obtained from Ref. [9]: a) xC2 ∕d1  1.5,
d2 ∕d1  1∕2; b) xC2 ∕d1  4, d2 ∕d1  1∕2.

the calculated graph matches the points very well, including the
maximum values. The result of the same downstream displacement
as in Fig. 9a but for a smaller diameter ratio can be seen in Fig. 10. As
before, the curves match the points very well. From this analysis, it
can be suggested that a larger downstream displacement and a smaller
radius ratio favor the accuracy of the method.
In the region where the second sphere is positioned completely
outside of the shock of the first sphere (zC2 ∕Rs ≳ 1.35 in Fig. 9a and
zC2 ∕Rs ≳ 1.24 in Fig. 9b), the CD values of the superposition method
have to equal the CD of a sphere in the freestream at M∞  10.0. The
difference of the CD of the superpositon method and the CD of the
axisymmetric computation of the database of the superpositon method
for M∞  10.0 is −0.0035, which results in a relative deviation of
−0.39%. In this region, the CD values of the superposition method are
larger than the values computed with Cart3D. This is due to the fact that

the database used for the superposition method in this Paper is
calculated assuming laminar flow, while the Cart3D computations
assume inviscid flow.
The solution of the Mach-number-independent analytical method of
Laurence et al. [7] shows better agreement with the computations for
M∞  50 than for M∞  10, as it assumes an infinite freestream
Mach number. Therefore, as could be expected, a comparison of
the solution obtained with the superposition method with the Machnumber-independent analytical method shows that the curves of the
superposition method match the 3D computations better for M∞  10.
Furthermore, as described in Sec. III, the Mach-number-independent
analytical method is only valid if the second sphere is positioned
completely in the region enclosed by the bow shock of the first sphere.
Hence, also, results obtained with the analytical method that
models the bow shock of the first sphere impinging on the second
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Fig. 10 Comparison of CD and CL values resulting from the superposition method, with computations with Cart3D for M∞  10, with AMROC
computations for M∞  10 and M∞  50 by Laurence [6], with the Mach-number-independent analytical method of Ref. [7], the analytical method
considering the impingment for M∞  50 from Ref. [6], and with the semi-analytical method for M∞  10 obtained from Ref. [9]: xC2 ∕d1  1.5,
d2 ∕d1  1∕4.

sphere are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. They where calculated for
M∞  50 in Ref. [6]. Comparing the results obtained with the
analytical method with the computations for M∞  50 and
comparing the results obtained with the superposition method with
the computations for M∞  10 show that the curves of the
superposition method match the 3D computations better than the
curves of the analytical method for the cases in Figs. 9b and 10. Also,
for the case of Fig. 9a, the superposition method matches the
computed values better for most of the points, but at the maximum
values of CD and CL , the analytical method is more accurate.
The results of the superposition method are also compared to
results obtained with the semi-analytical method by Prévereaud [9] in
Figs. 9a, 9b, and 10. The results with the superposition method are
more accurate than the results with the semi-analytical method.
Because of inaccuracies in the database for the subsonic regime,
deviations of the results of the superposition method from 3D
computations could be expected if the second sphere is located in the
subsonic wake region for xC2 ∕d1 ≲ 0.13 in Figs. 9a and 9b. However,
the curves calculated with the superposition method in those regions
match the data points from the 3D computations quite well. The effect
of the subsonic wake region is neglected completely by the analytical
method as it does not model this region. In Ref. [6], CD was set to a
constant value of 0.15 in the wake region for the calculations shown
in Figs. 9 and 10, so no interaction phenomena are considered.
Viscous and unsteady effects could have important influence on
the lift and drag of the second sphere in the subsonic wake of the first
sphere and if strong shock–shock interactions occur for the bow
shocks of the first and the second sphere. Therefore, to analyze the
error of the superposition method in these regions, an analysis with
unsteady, turbulent, 3D computations should be performed in
the future.
The number of points of the grid of half of the second sphere was
checked with a refinement study. CD and CL were calculated for 625,
2500, 10,000, 40,000, and 90,000 points. For all cases, the variation
of the aerodynamic coefficients was large for less than 10,000 points.
For 10,000, 40,000, and 90,000 points, the results for CL and CD
were equal for all cases. Therefore, the solutions obtained with
90,000 points were independent of the number of points chosen.
However, for the case with xC2 ∕d1  4 and d2 ∕d1  1∕2 in Fig. 9b
already 10,000 points would have been sufficient. The grid of the
flow solution of the first sphere was strongly refined to ensure

independence of the results of the superposition method from the grid
of the flow solution of the first sphere. The axisymmetric grid
contained 3.1 million cells.
2. Detailed Comparison of Test Configuration

For a deeper insight into the functioning of the superposition
method, in this section, the results obtained with the superposition
method for a test case of two spheres in hypersonic flow are compared
to a 3D computation.
Figure 11a shows the configuration of the test case. The physical
conditions are the same as in Table 1, except that the freestream Mach
number is M∞  7.0. The diameters of the first and the second
spheres are d1  d2  0.05 m, and the displacement of the second
sphere in the x direction is xC2  0.1 m  2d1 and in the z direction
is zC2  0.08 m  1.6d1 . This configuration was chosen as a strong
shock–shock interaction of the bow shocks of the first and the second
spheres occurs for this configuration. The shock–shock interaction
is not considered in the superposition method. Therefore, the
configurations in which the bow shock of the first sphere impinges on
the second sphere are the most critical cases. Furthermore, the largest
deviations in the lift and drag coefficients in comparison to Cart3D
computations and to the computations by Laurence [6] are found for
large diameters and small axial displacement (see Sec. VII.A.1).
The 3D computation was carried out with the flow solver TAU.
A symmetry plane was applied in the x–z plane. The grid was refined
with the TAU adaptation tool several times until grid independence
was reached. The final grid contained 267.6 million cells. The final
grid in the symmetry plane is shown in Fig. 11b. A steady, laminar
flow was assumed. Unsteady phenomena that occurred due to the
interaction of the flows around the two spheres were neglected. As for
the supersonic and hypersonic simulations of the database, the
second-order AUSMDV upwind scheme [22] was chosen for the
spatial discretization.
A frequently used classification for shock–shock interactions for
blunt bodies was developed by Edney [24]. In Fig. 12, the shock–
shock interaction of the bow shocks of the first and the second spheres
is shown in more detail. The dashed line is the contour line for which
M  1. The interaction is of Edney type IV. An oblique shock
connects the bow shock of the second sphere outside and inside the
region enclosed by the bow shock of the first sphere. A supersonic jet
penetrates the subsonic region upstream of the second sphere. The
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Fig. 11 3D computation of a test case for the validation of the superposition method: a) configuration and flowfield and b) final grid in the
symmetry plane.

Fig. 12 Shock–shock interaction of the bow shocks of the first and the
second spheres. The dashed line is M  1.

standoff distance of the bow shock of the second sphere in the inside
region is smaller than in the freestream. As the Mach number in
the inside region is smaller than in the freestream, neglecting the
shock–shock interaction, the shock standoff distance is expected to
be greater in the inside region than in the freestream. Therefore, the
superposition method does not reproduce the flow phenomena
correctly by neglecting the shock–shock interaction.
The aerodynamic coefficients for the second sphere, resulting from
the 3D computation and from the superposition method, are shown in
Table 2. The coefficients are divided in their components resulting
from the pressure forces CLp and CDp and resulting from the shear
stresses CLτ and CDτ . Furthermore, the relative error and the absolute
error of the coefficients, calculated with the superposition method
with respect to the 3D computation, are given.
Section VII.A.1 showed that the superposition method overestimates the drag and the lift coefficient in the vicinity of the shock of
the first sphere for large diameters of the second sphere and small

downstream displacements. This is also found for the results of the
TAU computation (see Table 2), but for the drag, the relative error of
3.6% is very small. The contribution of the pressure forces to the drag
is much larger than the contribution of the forces resulting from the
shear stress. CDp is larger than CDτ by a factor of approximately 45.
Therefore, also the contribution of the error in CDp to the error in the
total drag coefficient CD is much larger than the contribution of
the error in CDτ . The drag resulting from the shear stress is
slightly underestimated. Therefore, the relative error of the total
drag coefficient is smaller than the relative error of the pressure drag
coefficient.
The lift is overestimated by 23.3%. Hence, the relative error in the
lift is higher than the relative error in the drag. However, the absolute
error is of the same order of magnitude. Also, for the lift, the
contribution of the pressure forces to the lift is much larger than the
contribution of the forces from the shear stress. Therefore, the
absolute error of CLτ contibutes very little to the absolute error in CL .
The absolute error in CLτ is by a factor of approximately 10 smaller
than the error in CLp . Nevertheless, the underestimation of CLτ
counteracts the overestimation of CLp , so the error in CL is smaller
than in CLp .
In the following, the pressure and the shear stress distribution on
the second sphere are analyzed in detail. Figure 13a shows the
pressure distribution on the second sphere from the 3D computation.
In addition, contours of the logarithm of the pressure are shown for
the flowfield in the x–z plane in Fig. 13. The pressure distribution
clearly shows a pressure peak arising from the supersonic jet
penetrating the subsonic region. Furthermore, the skin friction lines

Table 2 Comparison of the lift and the drag coefficient resulting from
the 3D computation and from the superposition method
Aerodynamic
coefficients
CD
CDp
CDτ
CL
CLp
CLτ

3D
computation
1.164
1.139
0.02512
0.1550
0.1483
0.006685

Superposition
method
1.206
1.182
0.02314
0.1910
0.1901
0.0008646

Absolute
error
0.04180
0.04378
−0.001977
0.03603
0.04185
−0.005821

Relative
error, %
3.592
3.845
−7.870
23.25
28.23
−87.07
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Fig. 13 Flow around the second sphere in the x–z plane and pressure distribution on the sphere: a) 3D computation and b) 2D flow solution, pressure on
sphere from the superposition method.

are shown. The stagnation point is located where the supersonic jet
impinges on the surface of the sphere.
Figure 13b shows the pressure distribution on the sphere computed
with the superposition method and the flow around the sphere taken
from the 2D flow solution for the first sphere. The pressure distribution
on the sphere is clearly divided by the bow shock of the first sphere. It
changes abruptly from the freestream to the region enclosed by the bow
shock of the first sphere. Also, the skin friction lines are shown for this
case. The superposition method assumes the stagnation point to be the
foremost point of the sphere in the freestream.
The comparison of Figs. 13a and 13b shows that the pressure
distribution of the superposition method on the part of the sphere
outside of the bow shock of the first sphere shows good agreement
with the pressure distribution of the 3D computation. Only in the
wake region of the second sphere, the superposition method slightly
overestimates the pressure. In the region enclosed by the bow shock
of the first sphere, the difference between the pressure distributions is
larger. The pressure peak in the computation is absent for the result of
the superposition method. However, in other regions on the front side
of the sphere, the pressure is overestimated. Here again, the pressure
is slightly overestimated in the wake region of the second sphere.
Comparing the skin friction lines shows that the general shape of
the lines is similar but that the location of the stagnation point is not
reproduced correctly by the superposition method. Furthermore, the
region where the skin friction lines are running upstream is larger for
the superposition method than for the 3D computation. This indicates
that the wake region where the flow separates from the sphere is larger
for superposition method than for the 3D computation.
To analyze the pressure distribution in more detail, it is extracted for
the two meridians on the sphere at θ  90 deg and θ  270 deg.
These are the upper and lower meridians in the x–z plane. They are
sketched in Fig. 14. The pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 15. In the
area close to the foremost point of the sphere in the freestream
(ϕ  −90 deg), the superposition method overestimates the pressure
on both meridians. This is due to the fact that the superposition method
assumes this point to be the stagnation point, while its actual position
on the z axis is lower due to the shock–shock interaction.
As the meridian at θ  90 deg lies mostly in the freestream, the
influence of the shock–shock interaction on its pressure distribution
is small. The superposition method overestimates the pressure on the
front half of the sphere and in the area of the subsonic wake. On the
back half of the sphere (ϕ > 0 deg), the superposition method
generates an increase in pressure in which the undisturbed shock of
the first sphere intersects the surface of the second sphere (see
Fig. 13b). The 3D computation shows that this region lies in the
subsonic wake of the sphere (see Fig. 13a). Therefore, the increase in
pressure cannot be observed in the computed solution. Figure 15

Second
sphere

z

x
y

First
sphere

Fig. 14 Sketch of the configuration with the meridians of θ  90 deg
(dashed-dotted line) and θ  270 deg (double dashed–double dotted).
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Fig. 15 Pressure distribution of two meridians.

shows that the deviation of the pressure of the superposition method
from the computation on the rear half of the sphere is small compared
to the deviation of the pressure on the front half.
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Fig. 16 Shear stress distributions of two meridians: a) x direction and b) z direction.

3. Conclusion of Verification

In this section, the superposition method was validated.
Section VII.A.1 showed that for several test cases 3D computations
can be reproduced very accurately. The analytical method developed
in Refs. [1,6–8] is not valid in the wake region of the first sphere as the
blast wave analogy does not cover this region. Additionally, the
analytical method does not consider the recompression shock.
Furthermore, the Newtonian pressure distribution used for the second
sphere is only valid for high Mach numbers. The superposition
method is probably more suitable to describe these interaction
phenomena as fewer simplifications are made for the flow solution of
the first sphere and the pressure distribution on the surface of the

second sphere. Even though the semi-analytical method in Ref. [9]
applies fewer simplifications, as the pressure in the flowfield of the
first sphere is taken directly from numerical simulations and not from
the blast wave analogy, the semi-analytical method is less accurate
than the superposition method. In Sec. VII.A.2, a test case was
compared in detail to a 3D computation, and it was shown where
derivations of the results occur. Relatively large deviations occur
locally for the pressure and the shear stress. However, the errors of the
integrated values of CD and CL are small.
B. Interaction Phenomena
1. Conditions for Interaction Phenomena

From the aerodynamic coefficients follow the aerodynamic forces
and consequently also the accelerations on the two spheres. Figure 17
shows the relative acceleration of the second sphere with respect to
the first sphere Δa, for the same relative position and diameter ratio of
the first and the second sphere, as well as for the same Mach number
as shown in Fig. 9b. The two spheres are of equal density and the mass
of the first sphere m1 is 1 kg. The component of Δa in the direction of
the freestream is Δax , and the component normal to the freestream is
Δaz . The horizontal line represents tanβ, where β is the angle of the
bow shock of the first sphere; β is calculated with a modification of
the correlation for the shock shape by Billig [25] proposed by
Prévereaud [9] as she showed that her correlation fits the shock shape
better than the correlation by Billig for high Mach numbers.
ax < 0
nd
st
2 sphere moving towards 1

2

The computed pressure distribution of the meridian at θ  270 deg
shows two peaks, one at the impingement of the supersonic jet on the
surface and a smaller one farther downstream. The pressure
distribution of the superposition method shows a sharp increase at the
impingement of the shock on the sphere. This increase is ahead of
the pressure peak in the 3D computation as the point where the
undisturbed shock impinges on the sphere is ahead of the point of
impingement of the supersonic jet. On the back half of the sphere, the
undisturbed shock does not intersect with this meridian again.
Therefore, no jump in the pressure occurs here. Except for the pressure
peaks in the computed solution, the superposition method generally
overestimates the pressure.
Figure 15 shows that the deviation of the pressure in the front half is
greater than in the back half due to the pressure peaks in the computed
solution and due to the high overestimation of the pressure in this
region for the bottom meridian (θ  270 deg). Again, the earlier
separation for the superposition method and the resulting higher
pressure in the wake region can be observed. However, the influence
of the difference in the pressure distribution on the back half of the
sphere on the total forces is negligible.
A small contribution to the forces on the sphere arises from the shear
stresses. The shear stresses for the two meridians θ  90 deg and
θ  270 deg in the x and z directions can be seen in Figs. 16a and 16b.
For the upper meridian (θ  90 deg), the shape of the shear stresses
resulting from the superposition method are similar to the computed
solution for τx and τz . Because of the location of the stagnation point
below the xk axis for the bottom meridian (θ  270 deg), the shear
stress of the computation jumps from negative to positive values for τx
and from positive to negative values for τz along the meridian at the
forward half of the sphere. This behavior is not caught by the
superposition method. In general, the agreement of the superposition
method with the computed solutions is poor for this meridian. As the
superposition method does not describe the features of the shear stress
distribution in a correct way for the shock–shock interaction, it cannot
be stated that the superposition method predicts CDτ well in general.
More test cases would be necessary to prove that the small error in CDτ
is always guaranteed.
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Fig. 17 Relative accelerations and interaction phenomena for spheres of
the same density and M  10, xC2 ∕d1  4, d2 ∕d1  1∕2, and m1  1 kg.
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The necessary condition for shock wave surfing described in
Sec. II, that the acceleration on the sphere is tangential to the bow
shock, can be written as
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Δaz
 tanβ
Δax

for Δax > 0

(3)

This criterion also leads to more precise criteria for entrainment
and expulsion of the second sphere. If, for Δax > 0, Δaz ∕Δax is
smaller than tanβ, entrainment will occur, and if it is larger than
tanβ, the second sphere will be expelled. If Δax < 0, the second
sphere moves toward the first in the x direction, and no shock wave
surfing occurs.
Considering Eq. (3), shock wave surfing can occur at the
intersection of the curve of Δaz ∕Δax with tanβ for positive Δax . In
Fig. 17, two points of intersection can be observed for which Δax > 0
also holds. For stable shock wave surfing, an increase in zC2 has to
result in a decrease in Δaz ∕Δax ; a decrease in zC2 has to result in an
increase in Δaz ∕Δax . This leads to the second necessary condition for
shock wave surfing, which is that the slope of the function of
Δaz ∕Δax  fzC2  must be negative in the intersection point, and
thus
∂Δaz ∕Δax 
<0
∂zC2

2. Analysis of Interaction Phenomena with Superposition Method

In this subsection, the superposition method is applied to investigate
the interaction of two spheres with d2 ∕d1  1∕4 at M  7.0.
Section VII.A.1 showed that the CD and CL values calculated with the
superposition method for d2 ∕d1  1∕4 are very close to 3D Euler
computations even for low axial displacements of the second sphere
with respect to the first sphere. Only pressure forces are taken into
account. Both spheres are positioned in the x–z plane.
Figure 18 shows vectors of the relative acceleration Δa of the
second sphere with respect to the first sphere. The relative
acceleration is normalized with the acceleration of the first sphere.
Furthermore, Fig. 18 shows the Mach number distribution of the
flowfield of the first sphere. In the freestream, the second sphere is
accelerated downstream relative to the first sphere. In the wake region
of the first sphere, the second sphere is accelerated upstream relative
to the first sphere. The points where the necessary condition for shock
wave surfing is met (see Eq. (3)) are shown with a dashed line. For the
calculation of these lines, the shock wave angle β was calculated with
the correlation proposed by Prévereaud [9]. The vectors of relative
accelerations are tangential to the bow shock on these lines.
Figures 19a and 19b show the components of the Δa, Δax , and
Δaz , normalized with the streamwise acceleration of the first sphere

(4)

Only one point of the two intersection points in Fig. 17 satisfies
Eq. (4), which is at approximately zC2 ∕Rs  1.1. The lateral distance
of the second sphere zC2 with respect to the first sphere is scaled with
the shock radius RS at xC2 . Figure 17 shows that this point lies outside
the region enclosed by the bow shock of the first sphere.
For the oblique shock generated by the leading sphere, the shock
angle changes with the downstream displacement of the second
sphere relative to the first one. Therefore, the intersection points of
Δaz ∕Δax  tanβ found previously only show the locally stable
behavior. Furthermore, Eqs. (3) and (4) are necessary but not
sufficient conditions for shock wave surfing. For stable shock wave
surfing to occur, the velocity vector of the second sphere has to be
tangential to the bow shock of the first.
Also, the regions for entrainment (tanβ < 0, Δax > 0), expulsion
(tanβ > 0, Δax > 0), and the second sphere moving toward the
first (Δax < 0) can be observed in Fig. 17.

Fig. 18 Relative acceleration vectors Δa of the second sphere and Mach
number distribution of the flow of the first sphere for d1  0.025 m,
d2  1∕6d1 , ρ1  ρ2 , and M∞  7.0. Dashed lines are where shock wave
surfing can occur; double dashed–double dotted lines are where
Δax  0.

Fig. 19 Lines of relative acceleration of the second sphere for
d1  0.025 m, d2  1∕4d1 , ρ1  ρ2 , and M∞  7.0, normalized by the
acceleration of the first sphere: a) Δax ∕ax1 ; b) Δaz ∕ax1 . Dashed lines are
where shock wave surfing can occur; double dashed–double dotted lines
are where Δax  0.
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ax1 . Figure 19 has a resolution of 270 × 200 points (54,000 points)
calculated with the superposition method. Furthermore, lines of the
normalized relative acceleration are plotted. These lines are not
trajectories of the second sphere but lines that are everywhere
tangential to Δa. To calculate the trajectories, the equations of motion
need to be solved. Also, in Fig. 19, the points where shock wave
surfing can occur are shown by the dashed lines.
From the necessary condition described by Eq. (4), it is expected
that stable shock wave surfing can occur on the dashed line outside of
the bow shock of the first sphere (zC2 > RS ) while the dashed line
inside this region (zC2 < RS ) is expected to be unstable. This behavior
can be proven by observing the acceleration lines. For the outside
line, the acceleration lines converge with the dashed line, while for
the inside dashed line, the acceleration lines diverge.
Figures 19a and 19b show that large axial and lateral accelerations
occur in the region where Eq. (3) is satisfied. While the largest axial
accelerations occur downstream of the line where unstable shock
wave surfing can occur, the largest lateral accelerations occur
between the two lines of possible shock wave surfing. Similar to the
bow shock of the first sphere, also the recompression shock leads to
an increase in the axial and lateral accelerations (see Figs. 19a
and 19b). In the wake region, the acceleration lines run upstream.
This corresponds to the drafting phenomenon described in Sec. II.
The region in which the drafting phenomenon occurs is marked by
the dash-dotted lines of Δax  0 in Figs. 18, 19a, and 19b.
The acceleration lines show that a second sphere located in the
shocked region of the first sphere with no initial relative velocity with
respect to the first sphere will be entrained. The 2250 configurations
of the two spheres shown in Fig. 18 were computed with the
superposition method in less than a day on a single core. Hence,
using the superposition method is much faster than computing
each configuration of the two spheres independently with a 3D
computation. The results presented in this section were calculated
with 10,000 points on the grid of half of the second sphere, as the drag
and lift values calculated with the superposition method for
xC2 ∕d1  4 and d2 ∕d1  1∕2 are already independent of the number
of points for 10,000 points.

VIII. Conclusions
A method for the estimation of aerodynamic interactions of two
bodies in supersonic and hypersonic flows has been proposed in this
Paper. It is based on a superposition of flow solutions of a single body
to compute the forces on the second body. Furthermore, conditions for
the occurrence of the shock wave surfing phenomenon dependent on
the relative accelerations of the second sphere have been described.
The method has been derived in detail for the case of two interacting
spheres. A database of flow solutions of a single sphere for a range of
Mach numbers has been created. The simulations in the database have
been computed for axisymmetric, steady, and laminar flow. The
database of the superposition method is exchangeable. Therefore,
subsonic and transonic cases in the database that are currently calculated
with the assumption of axisymmetric, steady, and laminar flow can be
replaced by more sophisticated computations to improve the accuracy
of the method at a later point in time. Expanding the database by a range
of Reynolds numbers could lead to smaller errors in the superposition
method, especially in the subsonic wake region of the first sphere.
Results obtained with the superposition method have been
compared with 3D computations of configurations of two spheres.
The error in the forces on the second sphere calculated with the
superposition method are small. The method has been found to be a
suitable tool to compute the forces on the spheres efficiently for a
broad range of configurations. Also, effects that were not considered
by existing analytical models, like the influence of the wake region of
the first sphere and the corresponding recompression shock on the
forces on the second sphere, are taken into account. Interaction
phenomena in dependence of the relative acceleration of the spheres
can be determined and reproduced with this method.
The method of the superposition of flowfields is not limited to
spheres. An expansion to nonspherical shapes would require some

modifications in the code and additional degrees of freedom in
the database.
The forces computed with the superposition method allow the
computation of trajectories of interacting bodies by solving the
equations of motion. The method has been developed for the design
of wind tunnel experiments. Additionally, it could be applied to
estimate the forces on the fragments of meteoroids and space debris
during supersonic or hypersonic atmospheric entry. For this
application, the method would have to be expanded to describe the
interaction of more than two bodies.
The strewn field of meteoroids and space debris on the Earth’s
surface can be determined more accurately by considering the
interaction phenomena in the trajectory calculations of their fragments.
Furthermore, the assessment of ground damage caused by a meteoroid
can be improved by considering the interaction phenomena in the
calculations of its energy deposition rates in the atmosphere and its
airburst altitude.
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